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Key Financial Data of the Lindt & Sprüngli Group
2003

2002

Change
in %

Income statement

Consolidated sales

CHF million

1 800.5

1 680.5

7.1

EBITDA

CHF million

265.2

242.4

9.4

in % of consolidated sales
EBIT
in % of consolidated sales
Net income
in % of consolidated sales

%

14.7

14.4

CHF million

188.7

170.8

%

10.5

10.2

CHF million

122.4

101.9

10.5
20.1

%

6.8

6.1

CHF million

206.2

178.3

%

11.5

10.6

Total assets

CHF million

1 592.3

1 492.1

6.7

Current assets

CHF million

1 042.2

940.0

10.9

Cash flow
in % of consolidated sales

15.6

Balance Sheet

in % of total assets
Fixed assets
in % of total assets
Long-term liabilities
in % of total assets
Shareholders’ equity
in % of total assets
Investments in fixed assets
in % of cash flow

%

65.5

63.0

CHF million

550.1

552.1

%

34.5

37.0

CHF million

382.6

379.8

%

24.0

25.5

CHF million

728.7

608.9

%

45.8

40.8

CHF million

75.1

77.6

%

36.4

43.5

–0.4
0.7
19.7
–3.2

Employees

Average number of employees

6 011

6 029

–0.3

1 000 CHF

299.5

278.7

7.5

Net income per share/10 PC

CHF

562

468

20.1

Cash flow per share/10 PC

CHF

947

819

15.6

Dividend per share/10 PC 1)

CHF

140

110

27.3

Sales per employee
Data per share

Payout ratio

%

24.9

23.5

Shareholders’ equity per share/10 PC

CHF

3 345

2 799

19.5

Price registered share 31.12.

CHF

11 050

8 600

28.5

Price participation certificate 31.12.

CHF

1 030

800

28.8

CHF million

2 348.8

1 824.6

28.7

Market capitalization per 31.12.
1)

Proposal of the Board of Directors
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DEAR SHAREHOLDERS

The year 2003 was in many ways a challenging
one all over the world. No sooner had one challenge been overcome than another arose. The numerous negative reports and the resulting feeling
of uncertainty created difficulties for the economy at large and, of course, affected the chocolate industry as well. The spending mood among
the already highly concerned consumers deteriorated, or in many cases completely vanished.
The political scene was dominated by the situation in the Middle East, with all its consequences
and effects; the result was a further widening of
the political and cultural gulf within Europe and
between the continents. At the same time, terrorism became more prevalent, with ever more devastating bomb attacks in a diversity of world
arenas. The political and global economic climate was, and remains, fraught with tensions.

2|3

But it was not just political conflicts which kept
us on the go in 2003. Between March and July,
Sars gripped the world. This lung disease spread
mainly throughout Asia and Canada, causing
panic most particularly among the peoples of
China and of South East Asia. Global uncertainty
was great and tourism in the Far East came to
a near standstill. Fortunately, the greatly feared
spread of the crisis to the entire world economy
did not come about, though the damage in many
branches left serious problems in its wake.

Another complicating factor was the exceptional
heat wave which hit Europe between mid-May
and late-August, bringing with it an unusually
hot summer, even to the northernmost European
countries. The consequence was devastating forest fires, water shortages and many victims of
the excessive heat. The record summer temperatures also had a negative impact on chocolate
consumption, causing in addition transport and
storage problems.
To conclude this retrospective of the year, we
might also mention the slight easing of tension
on the international capital markets. Since the
low of minus 21% in March, the Swiss Performance Index increased by 54% and finally
reached a plus for the year of around 22% . Demand for shares in successful and robust traditional Swiss companies like Lindt & Sprüngli was
strong. The company’s stock market capitalization consequently reached a record figure of
CHF 2.35 billion at the end of 2003. This is evidence that investors acknowledge the constant
growth of the strong LINDT brand and our consistent pursuit of a premium strategy.
In this particularly challenging environment,
I am proud to be able to report another successful
financial year for the Lindt & Sprüngli group.
The fact that we continue to grow at a significantly faster rate than the average overall chocolate market means that we are constantly increasing our market share in every important
market. This is an important basis for the future
success of our brand, and hence of the whole
company, which in turn confirms the fact that the
development and launch of innovative premium
products are appreciated and rewarded by an
ever-growing circle of consumers. It also goes to
show that, even under the most difficult market
conditions, Lindt & Sprüngli repeatedly succeeds in reporting excellent results.
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The competitive situation on the chocolate market is typified by overcapacities in the industry.
Displacement competition can be seen everywhere. Unlike other chocolate suppliers, the retail
trade benefits from higher margins with LINDT
products. Thanks to our focus on top quality,
ongoing innovation and a carefully targeted distribution policy, we have only limited exposure
to price pressure as our products benefit from
clear quality advantages.
In 2003, sales in Swiss franc terms rose by 7.1%
to CHF 1.801 billion (CHF 1.681 billion in the
previous year). This is equivalent to 7.8% growth
in local currencies. The EBIT improved by
10.5% to CHF 188.7 million, while the consolidated net income was 20.1% higher at CHF
122.4 million. This is equivalent to a return on
sales of 6.8%. In the year under review the group
cash flow rose by a satisfactory 15.6% from
CHF 178.3 million to CHF 206.2 million. As of
31 December 2003 the equity ratio was 45.8%,
and the return on equity an average of 18.3%.

In view of our sales and profit growth, the Board
of Directors will be proposing to the forthcoming Shareholder’s Meeting on 29 April 2004
the payment of a dividend of CHF 140.– per registered share or CHF 14.– per participation certificate. This corresponds to an increase over the
previous year of 27.3%.
The competence, dedication and motivation of
our employees are vital factors contributing to
our success. In this age of high technology, as
global networks make communication increasingly simple while mobility becomes faster and
distances ever shorter, it is particularly important
not to lose sight of personal and individual
contact with human beings. Ultra-modern technologies – such as the Internet, Intranet, e-mail,
telephone or video conferences, and other valuable means of communication we could no longer
do without – undoubtedly assist our routine business, help us make fast decisions and disseminate group-wide information on a global level
while simultaneously simplifying processes. Yet
the ability to maintain close relations with the
people remains one of the todays key leader
competences. As individual links within a common organization, it is all these people who contribute to the success of the whole value building
chain. They must be attended to, guided and motivated, and for this, the human factor is essential. No modern technologies, however efficient
and useful they may be, can be effective substitutes for this personal proximity to the employees.

As these pleasing results show, 2003 was another
decidedly successful year for Lindt & Sprüngli.
The particularly strong growth rates reflect the
sustained popularity of LINDT products and
confirm the trend towards high quality. In this
difficult economic situation, we are benefiting in
no small measure from rising consumer demand
for proven and sure values. It will therefore come
as no surprise to learn that, according to opinion
polls, traditional Swiss brands like LINDT are
well ahead on the popularity scale – tendency Vital technological progress is particularly imrising!
portant for a worldwide group of companies like
Lindt & Sprüngli, and our sustainable success
depends upon taking due account of technological progress while at the same time not neglecting individual interaction with the people. But
this can only happen if our managers are committed to the human aspect and devote valuable
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time in the service of this important task. In the
same way that proximity to the consumer and
a deep understanding of his or her needs are a key
to our economic success, regular contact with all
the employees of each and every subsidiary of
the group, on site at their workplace, where their
daily lives are led, is an indispensable contributory factor to success. Only when you are alert to
the needs of other people and genuinely acknowledge their dedication and commitment can you
create enthusiasm and motivation.
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I am proud to claim that we at Lindt & Sprüngli
have succeeded in achieving an optimum link
between humanity and technology, and have
made this a recipe for success. The fruits of this
management philosophy can easily be recognized by outside people – in the obvious love of
our staff for our products, for instance, or in their
close identification with the company and their
visible confidence in Lindt & Sprüngli as a dependable, fair and forward-looking employer.
Day in and day out, our ca. 6000 employees
round the world work with conviction and heartiness to satisfy the high quality standards in
every area of our business and successfully convey these standards to the world outside through
the excellence of LINDT products. In the name
of the Board of Directors and of the Group Management, I wish to thank them all most sincerely
for their dedicated work.

tinue to act as a consultant to the Group, and we
owe him a debt of gratitude for his exceptional
services.
We also wish to thank all the other stakeholders,
in particular our trade partners, our suppliers
and, of course, especially also our shareholders.
Without their confidence in our company and
our products, it would have been inconceivable
for us to have been so successful for so many
years, decades and even centuries. A due tribute
should also be paid here to the increasing number of people who love and appreciate Lindt
& Sprüngli chocolate. They are evidence of the
success of our ongoing endeavors to meet their
high standards, satisfying their expectations with
both familiar traditional products and innovative
new chocolate specialties.
OUTLOOK

At the end of yet another year, one which proved
challenging in every respect, cautious optimism
as opposed to any sense of euphoria is the order
of the day for 2004. The world economy is on the
road to short-term cyclical recovery and consumer sentiment has slightly improved. The US,
the Asian industrial countries and Great Britain
are the areas in which significant growth is expected to happen first. It remains to be hoped
that in the chocolate industry, too, the slow recovery of the economy will have a positive influence
I most especially would like to take this opportu- on the general climate, strengthening the confinity to express my appreciation of the work done dence of consumers and making private houseby Mr. Rudolf Müller, a highly regarded member holds more comfortable with spending money.
of Group Management. For 33 years, Mr. Müller
dedicated his outstanding professional expertise
and valuable experience in the field of Production/Engineering to the service of the company. Ernst Tanner
At the end of 2003, he took his well-earned reti- Chairman of the Board of Directors
rement. We are pleased that Mr. Müller will con- and Chief Executive Officer
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MARKETS, FACTS, TREND
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The difficult state of the economy in nearly all
our important markets, along with the tense situation in the Middle East and the Sars epidemic, made consumers’ already serious uncertainty even worse in 2003. The economic turnaround
once again failed to materialize regardless of
some rather positive signals in the second half of
the year. The chocolate market was also affected
by these unfavorable conditions, and this was reflected in slower growth than in previous years.
However, despite the weak economy, the Lindt
& Sprüngli companies were once again among
the winners. As a matter of fact, pleasing growth
rates have led them to view the future with optimism. The positive development over the last
business year once more confirms that Lindt
& Sprüngli’s constant product innovation, creative
advertising, and intensive marketing activities all
provide an important stimulus on the premium
market and generate sustainable growth.

Once again in 2003, the Swiss market was unable to shake the persistent bleak mood of recent years. The hoped-for recovery did not take
place and the urgently awaited upturn was continuously deferred. As a result, consumer sentiment stubbornly remained at a very low level.
Unemployment rose steadily to reach a Swiss
high of about 4%. The small increase in gross
domestic product in the third quarter came as
a first positive sign and was confirmed in the
fourth quarter.
The Swiss retail trade saw many changes again
in 2003, leading to continued concentration. The
chocolate market, naturally, was also affected by
this trend. When yet another chain of department
stores changed ownership, and a series of
branches closed as a result, the Swiss market lost
one more important distribution channel for
chocolate. Other acquisitions by foreign retail
chains and the anticipated changes in the specialized trade stimulated concentration in this branch
and resulted in increasingly tough competition.
Along with the generally difficult economic environment, the severe summer heat wave had
a serious impact on the chocolate market. Persistently high temperatures between May and
August brought a substantial fall in demand for
chocolate and impaired the entire logistic chain.
The chocolate market suffered greatly from all
these influencing factors. Manufacturers began
discounting prices in order to increase the pace
of competition and to move product volumes.
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Under these extremely difficult conditions, In 2003, Germany again proved unable to
Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli (Schweiz) emerge from the economic crisis. The overall
AG achieved sales of CHF 192.7 million (previ- economic standstill, high unemployment, and
ous year CHF 200.9 million), equivalent to a de- months-long debates on reforms finally caused
cline of 4.1%. In the main segments, LINDT in- massive uncertainty among consumers. Against
vigorated the market with new creations. As that background, it is hardly surprising that
a second generation of premium chocolate bars, growth of the discount outlets was disproportionafter EXCELLENCE, the new range of “Inten- ately strong. However, after sales had remained
ses” 150-g bars was successfully launched, while flat in the previous year, the overall chocolate
the “Nouvelle Confiserie” collection was extend- market began showing some small growth at
ed for the warm days of spring and summer with around 2%. Although Chocoladefabriken Lindt
the light and fruity “Festival de Fruits.” The & Sprüngli GmbH with its premium brand
LINDOR line was augmented by “Vanille Bour- LINDT is not represented in the dynamic disbon,” a new variety in a limited edition. And last count segment, a better than average sales inbut not least, with the innovative “Petits Desserts crease of 3.3% to EUR 236.6 million was
au Chocolat,” which were introduced shortly be- achieved.
fore the end of the year, popular favorite deserts
can now be enjoyed in praliné form. Apart from The LINDT offerings on the German market
new product lines, activities featured theme pro- were again characterized by many exceptionally
motions such as “Gourmet Festival,” “LINDOR positive innovations, especially in the chocolate
Magic Moments,” and attractive points of sale bar segment. The successful EXCELLENCE line
presentations for the Easter and Christmas col- alone was augmented by six new varieties and
intensively supported by TV advertising. One
lections.
particular new approach to the market, which
proved at the same time to be a technical challenge, was the launch of bittersweet bars with
a fine marzipan filling. Using a pure marzipan
mix, an important new market segment was
opened up for assorted pralinés. Shortly before
Christmas, the fine “Fresh Truffle” product line
made its mark in the top segment of the praliné
market. The new “Cappuccino Minis” refine and
round off the existing FIORETTO range. In the
Easter business, LINDT strengthened its clear
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market leadership and had great success with the
new “Yoghurt Eggs” line. The decorative “Mini
Angels” proved to be one of the best-selling innovations for the Christmas season.

other market in which milk chocolate is very
popular with families and children. LINDT has
made successful inroads into this market with
new creations like the “Double Lait” bar.

On the production side, the philosophy of small
but steady improvements was a winner and
brought another substantial increase in productivity.

Easter and Christmas business continued to advance with double-digit growth rates leading to
much larger market shares. With attractive, festive presentations at the points of sale, LINDT is
creating a growing presence in the retail trade,
which in turn is having a positive impact on sales
figures. The real sales hit at Easter was the popular LINDT “Gold Bunny” as a symbolic product that boosted the entire Easter trade.

France, too, experienced turbulent political and
economic times in 2003. The persistent downturn combined with a steady rise in unemployment had an adverse impact on consumer sentiment. Consumption of chocolate was down in
volume terms because of the exceptionally hot The revamped advertising, which attracted wide
summer months. However, price increases did attention, continued to focus interest on the
bring a slight lift in the market.
LINDT Maîtres Chocolatiers. This campaign
was used to rouse consumer interest and intenUnder these difficult conditions, the double-digit sify brand awareness. The “Festival des Saveurs”
growth rate of Lindt & Sprüngli SA is all the promotion, organized jointly with the trade, is inmore remarkable. With sales up 11.4% at EUR creasingly becoming a major gastronomic insti209.5 million, the French subsidiary became the tution. This environment provides an excellent
fastest growing chocolate company on the opportunity to bring the diversity and quality of
French market. This trend is attributable, in par- LINDT products home to an ever-widening cirticular, to the introduction of “Les Petits cle of connoisseurs and chocolate lovers.
Desserts,” an innovative line of filled chocolate
bars, and to a successful expansion of the
EXCELLENCE line. With a new range of 150-g
bars, LINDT further consolidated its existing
market leadership for filled bars. France is an-
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In recent years, demand for LINDT products has
steadily risen – not just in France, but in other
countries as well, where the demand for Frenchmade LINDT chocolate grows from year to year.
This trend has a positive impact on the production site at Oloron Ste Marie, which reported
record output in 2003.
The economic and political environment proved
as difficult in Italy as anywhere else. Investments and exports continued to decline, although
the consumer mood was somewhat more optimistic. In volume terms, the chocolate market
as a whole reported moderate growth of 2.5%,
although, thanks to price increases, the value was
somewhat higher. The trend of the chocolate bar
segment was particularly dynamic, while the
praliné business proved sluggish.

tions continues unabated in Italy. The prestige of
the brand and the famous LINDT quality of
Easter specialties are hugely important competitive advantages in this particular segment. Both
in the modern distribution channels and in the
specialty trade, LINDT reported significant
progress.

Caffarel SpA also did much better than the trend
of the overall chocolate market, with 5.4%
growth. Despite the tense economic situation and
a pessimistic underlying mood in Italy, Caffarel’s Easter business is growing steadily. New
creations like the high-quality “Panettone” and
“Pandoro” bakery products for the festive season, or the traditional “Amaretti” in the highquality Caffarel presentation, further boosted
sales. Thanks not least to the new development,
extension, and refinement of distribution chanReticent consumer sentiment had little impact on nels – for instance, in the business-to-business
the two Italian subsidiaries. Together, they re- segment and in the export – double-digit growth
ported sales worth EUR 196.9 million, repre- rates were reported in several areas.
senting a rise of 6.8%. Lindt & Sprüngli SpA
achieved sales growth of 7.5% with an above- With sales up 2.5% to EUR 30.7 million, the
average increase in all segments as compared Austrian subsidiary Lindt & Sprüngli (Austria)
with the overall chocolate market. This success Ges.m.b.H. grew more strongly than the average
was also reflected in higher market shares. Espe- chocolate market. All three brands – LINDT,
cially in the important Easter business, Lindt HOFBAUER, and KÜFFERLE – successfully
& Sprüngli achieved exceptional growth. The contributed to this development and thus
popularity of traditional chocolate eggs in all strengthened their market share on the praliné
sorts of sophisticated versions, sizes, and varia- and chocolate bar segments.
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The EXCELLENCE chocolate bar line further
reinforced its already successful position on the
premium bar market, while the “Limited Editions” with special flavors achieved a particularly strong increase in sales. For the LINDT brand,
which is very popular for gift articles, the seasonal business proved highly satisfactory, even
achieving double-digit growth rates at Easter.
Good progress was similarly reported during the
Christmas period, due to new product launches
and a strong presence at the points of sale.
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With clear gains in the food trade, HOFBAUER
managed to largely offset the continuous downward trend in the specialist retail. The new “Adventzauber” (Christmas magic) assortment admirably meets the standard set by the HOFBAUER
brand’s core declaration: “Wiener ConfiserieKunst seit 1882” (Vienna Art of Confectionery
since 1882). With its “Schokoschirmchen”
(chocolate umbrellas), the KÜFFERLE brand
once again achieved strong sales gains.
With 2.3% growth, the Spanish economy once
again did better than the European average. Performance of the overall chocolate market was
even more impressive – with 8% growth, despite the hot summer. This significant sales dynamic was clearly exceeded yet again by Lindt
y Sprüngli (España) SA, with excellent sales improvement of 16.4% resulting in higher market
shares for LINDT in every segment.

Strong advertising activities supported the new
LINDOR products and caused LINDOR’s share
of total sales to practically double. Equally
successful was the first TV campaign for
EXCELLENCE bars in October, resulting in
double-digit growth of chocolate bar sales. In the
Easter business, too, substantial progress was
made. More than twice as many LINDT “Gold
Bunnies” were sold in 2003 than in the previous
year. In Spain, as in many other countries, the
“Gold Bunny” is well underway to achieving the
status of a genuine “institution”.
A dynamic premium segment and general price
increases boosted the expansion of the British
chocolate market by just under 6% in value. Despite extensive innovation efforts on the part of
all the major manufacturers, however, volume
did not progress. Given the competition for bigger market shares, Lindt & Sprüngli (UK) Ltd.
ended the year 2003 on an excellent note, with
growth of 23.7%. Successful category management projects are one reason why decisive
progress was achieved in the retail trade. Intensive advertising efforts and the introduction of
assorted products enabled LINDOR sales to
double, while at the same time the success of the
EXCELLENCE line developed very positively.
The newly launched “Les Petits Desserts” bar
proved to be an additional boost to the filled bar
segment. And for the seasonal Easter business,
the LINDT “Gold Bunny” and chocolate eggs
once again achieved significant growth over the
previous year.
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After two years of stagnation, the Polish economy has begun once more to ease its way up. Unemployment and inflation have flattened out, albeit at a very high level. There is moderate optimism concerning this slightly easier situation,
which is already having an impact on consumer
behavior. With a plus of around 3%, the first positive signs are now already apparent on the
Polish chocolate market. In the premium segment, a greater awareness of quality and brands is
developing. Lindt & Sprüngli (Poland) Sp. z o.o.
is also profiting from this trend as a leading
brand on the premium chocolate market.
Stronger advertising activities, new distribution
channels, consumer promotion, and accession to
the EU will further invigorate the Polish market
in the years to come.
Throughout the region of Central and Eastern
Europe, Scandinavia, and the Benelux countries, LINDT continued during 2003 on the

growth track of recent years. Excellent results
were reported with the EXCELLENCE line, primarily from the Czech Republic and Sweden.
The Russian, Hungarian, and Bulgarian markets
also progressed strongly once again. In Denmark, Finland, Luxembourg, and Holland,
LINDT strengthened its relations with the trade
and continued to develop its distribution network.

After a lengthy recession, the US economy has
entered a slow path to recovery. Consumer sentiment shows some positive tendencies, although
unemployment remains stubbornly high. Inflation is below 1.6%, however, and the weak
US dollar is invigorating exports. The equity
markets are also recovering slowly. Although it is
too early to speak of a euphoric mood, a noticeable spirit of optimism is now about in the US.
At just 1%, the overall chocolate market is growing slowly in the US retail food sector, remaining
for all intents and purposes unchanged over the
previous year. One of the most significant developments is the movement towards concentration in the industry. The three biggest chocolate
manufacturers have a market share of around
76% on the world’s foremost chocolate market.
The trend towards quality awareness is and remains significant, so it will come as no surprise
that the US premium chocolate market is growing some nine times faster than the chocolate
market as a whole. This development is likely to
have a positive impact on the LINDT and GHIRARDELLI premium brands in the future.
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With its two American subsidiaries, the Lindt
& Sprüngli group once again reported sales increase in the US of an excellent 10.6%, making
a total value of USD 250.8 million.
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In light of the challenging competitive environment, the excellent growth of Lindt & Sprüngli
(USA) Inc. at 13.2% is especially positive. The
production facility in Stratham, NH, went as far
as increasing LINDT production volume by
15%. Once again, this growth was mainly generated by the popular LINDOR balls. To take
account of the growing demand in the future,
various measures have been taken to optimize
production cycles, resulting in efficiency increases on different production lines. In the retail
trade, where reticent consumer sentiment was
particularly noticeable, the pace of new LINDT
boutique openings slowed slightly. The end of
2003 shows a total of 97 retail outlets. As a test
venture, a temporary airport shop was opened at
Boston International Airport. The retail business
will continue to be expanded and enlarged in
2004. With new ideas and the refinement and
further development of existing concepts, growth
should continue to accelerate.

Ghirardelli Chocolate Company once again reported a positive business year, with sales up
8.9%. In particular, demand for the popular Ghirardelli “Squares” was greatly boosted by welldirected consumer-orientated promotions and by
the opening of new distribution channels. Business with premium chocolate bars also proved
buoyant. For the first time in the company’s
150-year history, Ghirardelli TV spots were aired
locally and attracted great interest. In 2004, they
will be televised across all of the US.

Ghirardelli’s retail business sales are up 7% in
2003. Now that the recession is slowly easing,
the situation seems to have bottomed out after
two difficult years. Growth in Orlando and Chicago is a particularly welcome trait.
Once again this year, investments were made in
production facilities in order to increase efficiency, assure quality, and satisfy the rising demand.
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Despite the Sars crisis in Toronto and the devastating forest fires in the Western part of Canada,
the Canadian economy turned out to be extremely
robust. In the generally tense environment, Lindt
& Sprüngli (Canada) Inc. reported excellent
results, as it had in previous years, with significant sales growth of 23.8%. The Canadians’ traditional love and enthusiasm for European products continues unabated. “Swiss image,” which
focuses on origin and values, is creating sympathy and confidence among Canadian consumers,
while the strong presence and high availability of
LINDT products clearly influence their success.
For traditional holidays like Christmas, Halloween, Easter, and Valentine’s Day, prestigious
LINDT specialties are an indispensable part of
the retail scene. LINDT’s impressive promotions
and constant stream of new and innovative
products has made the brand an acknowledged
byword for premium chocolate among both trade
partners and consumers. Not least of all in the
Easter business, which places third after Halloween and Christmas, LINDT managed to increase its sales by more than half.

In contrast to the poor global economic situation,
the Australian economy did well, advancing 2%.
In a retail environment of tough competition, the
food sector reported positive movement. The
chocolate trade, however, proved to be rather
modest following upon the positive trend of recent years. Nevertheless, Lindt & Sprüngli (Australia) Pty. Ltd. achieved a substantial rise in
sales of 20.6%, consequently increasing its market share. A significant part of all sales in Australia are accounted for by the vastly popular
LINDOR balls, which report substantial growth
rates year after year. The seasonal business, especially at Easter, was also extremely satisfactory. The LINDT brand remains far and away the
uncontested market leader on the Australian premium chocolate market.
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The tense political situation in the Middle East
and persistent economic problems on the African
continent were the unchanged background to the
activities of the Lindt & Sprüngli Sales Office in
Dubai. Nevertheless, satisfactory sales figures
are reported, especially from South Africa,
Turkey, and the United Arab Emirates. Thanks to
product innovations, new sales channels, and
a prominent presence in the duty-free segment,
more good growth is expected for the coming
year.
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Despite the Sars crisis and the accompanying
economic consequences – most specifically the
temporary collapse of tourism in Asia by as
much as 80% – Lindt & Sprüngli (Asia-Pacific)
Ltd. did manage to achieve slight local growth
over its previous year’s sales in 2003. However,
the duty-free segment in the area was down significantly. Alongside the successful classical bar
range, the local offering focused primarily on the
EXCELLENCE line. In addition, LINDT placed
a strong emphasis on LINDOR products in the
seasonal sector, especially in Hong Kong, Japan,
and Korea. Mention should also be made of the
successful launch of LINDT “De Luxe” praliné
specialties on the Asian markets.

PROCUREMENT

The civil war in Ivory Coast temporarily pushed
cocoa prices up sharply in early January 2003,
though after the peace talks in Paris, the situation
did settle down somewhat with a significant fall
in prices. Despite the local conflicts, the 2002/
2003 harvest was very good, due to the favorable climatic conditions. This resulted in speculative sales and caused prices to fall further. The
biggest price collapse in history was reported on
the New York Board of Trade (NYBOT) for the
day’s trading on 25 February 2003. In London,
too, cocoa was trading lower than in previous
years. In the second half of 2003, cocoa prices
were volatile, but no clear trend could be identified.
Because of the ongoing scarce availability of
vanilla since 2001, prices have continued to rise.
Expectations of a weak harvest drove prices of
hazelnuts and almonds up, especially in the second half of 2003, while they remained practically stable for sugar and powdered milk.
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EMPLOYMENT AND STAFF

In 2003, Lindt & Sprüngli had an average of
6011 employees on a full-time basis. This corresponds to a decrease of 0.3% as compared to the
previous year.
The success of a company depends in large
measure on the performance and skills of personnel and management staff. As stated in its
corporate credo, Lindt & Sprüngli attaches great
importance to career progression and to the personal development and advancement of all its
staff. The revised “Management & Employee
Development” concept implemented in 2003
takes account of that responsibility. At group level, the intention is to create the basis for a uniform assessment of the performance and potential of all personnel. The aim of the program is to
guarantee appropriate staffing of key positions
within the group, while at the same time making
sure that deputies are always available and potential successors are identified. That is the only
way of assuring continuity and high quality for
the workforce. Controlling measures are designed to assess and ensure both implementation
and effectiveness of the concept.

Following the positive experience of personnel
surveys carried out in Switzerland and Germany,
a uniform questionnaire is now being drawn up
to extend the concept to all subsidiaries. The aim
is to involve the whole organization in this study
so as to identify possible shortcomings and create internal benchmarks for all the group companies. Immediately after the evaluation takes
place, the results will go to task forces and measures for improvement will be put in place.
Another important initiative in 2003 was the
group-wide implementation of a “Code of Conduct.” The guidelines contained in this code emphasize the importance that Lindt & Sprüngli attaches to maintaining and complying with the
highest standards of business ethics and integrity.
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ECOLOGY AND SUSTAINABILITY
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The German subsidiary received an award in
February 2003 for its successful participation in
the “eco profit” project. The purpose of this project, which was promoted by the City of Aachen
and the State of North Rhine Westphalia, was not
only to ensure sustainable protection of the environment by taking calculated measures, but also
to simultaneously optimize operating costs.
Some of the many promising ideas to emerge
from this project are being followed up in great
detail. These are concrete examples of the way in
which pursuing environmental protection can
generate real economic benefits.

In order to ensure practical implementation of
the Lindt & Sprüngli environmental policy, activities were intensified in the areas of ecology
and sustainability. The group’s internal environmental reporting system, which involves an assessment of eleven defined environmental parameters and the pursuit of three environmental
goals annually, has now been applied to all eight
production sites. These key figures and the results of the annual targets, together with mediumterm environmental plans, are presented annually at international meetings and the knowledge
that has been gathered is exchanged (e.g. greater Defined measures are being taken to permaenergy efficiency, synergies in the use of shared nently verify and improve safety at the worklogistics and transport systems).
place in the various production plants of Lindt
& Sprüngli. External specialists conducted trainFollowing a detailed verification of its environ- ing programs in the areas of occupational safety
mental activities at the production site in Luser- and accident prevention to enable staff members
na S. Giovanni, the Italian subsidiary Caffarel to detect hazards themselves, and then to take
SpA was certified for the environmental inter- appropriate measures for eliminating them. Imnational standard ISO 14001 in December 2003. plementation of safety improvements at the
workplace is regularly monitored by internal
audits. Because the health of manufacturing employees is also a permanent consideration, jobs
in the different production plants were investigated according to ergonomic criteria. By optimizing the work processes and taking measures,
like introducing gymnastic exercises during
working hours, we will continue to improve our
workplaces.
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ITALY – A BYWORD FOR CULTURE
AND CREATIVITY

Italy is a land of many facets, a fact that is reflected at both the national and the regional level.
For this reason, Italy is very difficult to classify
within the European Union. On the one hand, it
is a modern and highly industrialized nation with
an excellent and well-organized infrastructure,
and is acknowledged as a world leader in many
areas, such as cuisine and fashion. On the other
hand, it is a typically Mediterranean country in
which imagination, improvisation and creativity
play a significant role.

18|19
With around 58 million inhabitants, Italy is the
fourth largest EU country in terms of population.
But its land area is only some 301,000 km2. This
results in a population density of nearly 193 persons per km2, very high by European standards,
which average 116 persons per km2. According
to Unesco, more than 50% of the world’s historical and artistic heritage is to be found on Italian
soil. These unique cultural riches, as well as the

beauty of the landscape and diversity of the regions, the delicious cooking, the mild climate
and the vast seaboard of nearly 8000 km, have
made Italy a popular destination for tourists –
certainly since Goethe’s famous journey to the
country. In fact, Italy’s rate of one foreign visitor
to every 1.7 inhabitants have set a European
record.
Within the European Union, Italy is the leader in
fashion and design, and the high quality standard
and fine workmanship of many Italian brands
has allowed them, and continues to allow them,
to transmit their prestige and fame abroad and to
maintain a permanent position on the international markets. Italy rightly plays a leading
role in the European and worldwide competition
for prestige and lifestyle, particularly in the premium range.
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LINDT – SWISS QUALITY STANDARDS
MIGRATE TO ITALY

LINDT’s movement into Italy began in 1947,
when an exclusive licence was granted to Bulgheroni & figli SpA in Varese for the manufacture and marketing of LINDT chocolate. This
was the first long-term licence agreement in the
history of Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli
AG. The highly traditional family business,
founded back in 1909, initially manufactured
top-quality confectionery of all kinds. With time,
however, the company began focusing increasingly on the most successful LINDT business,
which soon became the main pillar of its sales.
The installed machinery utilized to make highquality LINDT chocolate in keeping with Swiss
standards was constantly being modernised and
expanded. Lindt & Sprüngli increased its shareholdings in Bulgheroni in 1993 from 11% to
90% and in 1995 to 100%. Under the prudent
and expert management of Antonio Bulgheroni,
Chairman and Chief Executive, the subsidiary
achieved sales of EUR 135.3 million in 2003
with around 860 employees. Since 1996 Antonio
Bulgheroni is also a highly valued member of the
Board of Directors of the holding company.

CAFFAREL – ITALIAN CHOCOLATE
CULTURE MOVES INTO
SWITZERLAND

The pioneering history of Caffarel began in the
Piedmont, a region that still maintains very close
ties with its centuries-old traditions. The lovely
hills of the Langhe region, famous for its precious white truffles, exceptional wines and traditional chocolate manufacture, are the heart and
soul of this province. Pierre Paul Caffarel opened
its first larger chocolate factory in Turin in 1826.
Many generations contributed their expertise and
passion for the craft to the ongoing development
of techniques and constant improvement of quality, and the business survived all the crises and
wars that came its way. By 1968 the firm and
factory, now equipped with ultra-modern machinery, moved to larger premises in Luserna
S. Giovanni. More recently, in September 1997,
the business was acquired by Chocoladefabriken
Lindt & Sprüngli AG and became a wholly
owned subsidiary of the group. Since that time,
Caffarel SpA has been successfully managed by
Vincenzo Montuori in the spirit of the corporate
philosophy of Lindt & Sprüngli. In 2003, the
company achieved sales of EUR 61.7 million
with around 510 employees.
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GIANDUIA 1865 – ROOTED
IN ITALIAN HISTORY
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The historical roots of the original worldrenowned Italian speciality “Gianduiotto” date
back to the “Risorgimento,” a period which culminated in the unification of Italy in 1861. This
time of sweeping change also saw a far-reaching
economic crisis, which resulted in massive import restrictions, especially on luxury goods. Cocoa was one of the severely stricken raw materials. But Isidore Caffarel, the son of the company’s founder, turned necessity into a virtue when
he hit upon the creative idea of replacing part of
the cocoa in the chocolate paste with finely
ground “tonda gentile” hazelnuts. This special
sort of hazelnut, which thrives in the “Langhe”
region and is acknowledged to be one of the
world’s finest varieties, imparted an exceptional
touch to the newly invented recipe, an unmistakable and distinctive taste, and the product’s

uniquely fine and tender consistency. The innovative result was called “Gianduia,” after Gian
dla Duja, who symbolizes the Piedmont’s fight
for freedom and independence of 1799. “Gianduiotto” was launched for the first time at the
1865 carnival and is still manufactured today, to
the same unique recipe and using the original exclusive process. The fact that moulds are not
used ensures a particularly balanced distribution
of the hazelnuts, which originate exclusively
from the Piedmont.
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SHARED VALUES:
QUALITY AND TRADITION

The corporate philosophy of Lindt & Sprüngli
has always been based on values such as quality
and tradition. The group’s success is explained
by the dedicated and consistent pursuit of its
principal core competence: chocolate production
with the most stringent controls possible at every
stage of the manufacturing process, from the selection of the cocoa beans to the refining of the
chocolate to the finished product. The two Italian
subsidiaries, Lindt & Sprüngli SpA and Caffarel
SpA, fit admirably into this environment because
they have been constantly renewing their recipes,
processes, and packaging and have adapted them
to the needs of consumers without once compromising on quality and tradition. Some things
have changed naturally, such as communications.
In fact, since 1990 LINDT products are supported by all kind of advertising, which has greatly
increased the awareness of the LINDT brand. In

1994 LINDT was still only named spontaneously by one in three consumers; today, two out of
three are familiar with it. The same applies to the
frequency of purchases: 72% of all Italian consumers state that they currently buy at least one
LINDT product every year, while ten years ago
the proportion was only half that. Brand awareness has risen steadily, as has public recognition
of quality, tradition and Swiss origin. It is hardly
surprising, then, that LINDT should be placed as
the clear number one in market research when it
comes to quality, know-how, passion, love of detail, innovation, and Swiss tradition.
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THE ITALIAN MARKET –
GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
FOR LINDT AND CAFFAREL

Contrary to the general trend, food production in
Italy has risen by 1.6%. With a growth rate of
2% for home consumption and 3% for eating
out, overall consumption per household is showing a favorable movement. Food exports have also increased by a pleasing 5.9%.
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For years, the Italian confectionery market has
been experiencing a slow but steady upward
trend. Per capita consumption rose from 2.3 kg
in 1990 to 3.8 kg in 2002, yet still remains one
of the lowest in Europe. This positive trend is
primarily attributable to the rediscovery of
chocolate and its many benefits. This has also
led to faster growth of market activities –
thanks, in particular, to truly innovative products
and a large number of new product launches. In
this specific area, Lindt & Sprüngli, with its
chocolate specialities, has made a particularly
important contribution to the upward swing of
the chocolate market.

The total market for chocolate in Italy is worth
EUR 1.5 billion; this breaks down into 45% for
pralinés, 22% for bars and 18% for snacks. The
remaining 15% are accounted for by the important and typically Italian Easter business, itself
typified primarily by the traditional and richly
decorated “sorpresa” eggs, which are whole
Easter eggs with a surprise inside. Bars naturally account for the biggest share of daily chocolate consumption, and this has also been the
fastest growing segment for some years now,
with double-digit growth rates. Large and elegant boxes containing assorted pralinés of the
highest quality remain one of the most popular
gift articles. The Italians always take great care
to make a “buona figura” (a good impression)
by bringing a gift when they visit friends and
family. LINDT and Caffarel specialties are particularly successful because of their great prestige, renowned product quality and elegant
packaging.
Together, the two Italian subsidiaries Lindt
& Sprüngli SpA and Caffarel SpA have achieved
total sales of EUR 196.9 million, equivalent to
10.9% of group turnover. LINDT accounts for
7.5% of this result and Caffarel for 3.4%.
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LINDT AND CAFFAREL –
TWO BRANDS,
TWO DISTRIBUTION STRATEGIES

In a European comparison, Italy shows the slowest rate in the growth of supermarkets and hypermarkets. These modern outlets still only account for just 42% of total food sales. The rest is
handled by the traditional retail trade. Both these
sales channels are dealt with in different ways by
LINDT and by Caffarel. While Caffarel traditionally continues to distribute its extensive
product range exclusively through traditional
points of sale, LINDT also offers a selected
range of special products with a fast turnaround,
such as LINDOR balls and EXCELLENCE bars
to modern retail outlets. Every year a broad and
constantly innovative range of exquisite seasonal chocolate specialties in luxurious presentations are offered by the two brands. These products are prominently displayed in the windows
and on the shelves of the most elegant and popular “pasticcerie” and bars, especially for traditional festivities such as Easter, Valentine’s Day,
Mother’s Day, Christmas, and other occasions.
Each brand in its own special way admirably
meets the high standards of quality and prestige
imposed by exacting Italian consumers, achieving leading market shares in the traditional specialist retail trade.

LINDT – DIVERSIFIED DISTRIBUTION

For the LINDT brand, diversified distribution
through a wide variety of retail channels is the
key to nationwide future-oriented success. This
is the reason why in the very early stages of
Italy’s modern distribution we were careful not
to neglect the important traditional retail trade
that has been the cornerstone of success
throughout the history of LINDT in Italy. These
specialized stores remain very popular in Italy
as a source of exclusive and prestigious chocolate specialties.
The LINDT field sales team, consisting of
120 employees coordinated by seven area managers, regularly visits the 15,000-plus traditional stores throughout the territory of Italy, guaranteeing balanced distribution. To achieve more
dynamic sales, innovative and original projects
such as the “LINDT corners” are being successfully established on an increasingly wider scale.
These modular wooden frames, specifically designed for the sale of so-called “bulk” products,
are now being used in more than 1500 stores.
This new way of presentation is also the basis
for the development of another special “shop-inshop” concept, the “chocolate wall,” an exclusive space dedicated exclusively to LINDT
products. Initiatives of this kind not only boost
sales but also do much to strengthen the brand
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equity. New selling opportunities are being
sought with new product offerings. For example,
with the recent launch of LINDT small formats,
distribution was substantially extended to some
25,000 Italian tobacconists who traditionally sell
only impulse products, thus guaranteeing regular
reordering at fortnightly intervals.
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CAFFAREL — EXCLUSIVE
CONCENTRATION ON THE
TRADITIONAL RETAIL TRADE

Caffarel supplies some 12,500 traditional retail
outlets in Italy. Many of them specialize exclusively in confectionery and count among the
most prestigious, elegant, and well-placed points
of sales of their kind in the big urban centers.
These are prestigious “pasticcerie” and historical
bars or restaurants whose national or international
reputation admirably enhance the image and prestige of Caffarel. In addition, thousands of independent confiseries throughout Italy use the premium “couverture” chocolate supplied by Caffarel.

But, LINDT products are also present in the
modern trade. Here, too, high value and quality
of presentation are a priority. In cooperation with
our commercial partners, category management
projects are implemented to support the brand
position and promote sales through various
measures and activities. Examples of this would
be special displays for festive events, chocolatetastings with the LINDT Maîtres Chocolatiers or With its 115 professional and expert field emthe creation of traditional on-site confiseries.
ployees, the Caffarel sales team covers the whole
territory of Italy, coordinated by seven area manDespite the size of the distribution channel and agers. Different points of sale are visited every
the volume of the turnover, we always attach day and the rich product range is presented.
great importance to feedback from our trade Close personal contacts and individualized aspartners as a means of assuring still greater satis- sistance serve to strengthen the foundations of
faction of consumer needs. This is in our mutual trust between every single store proprietor and
interest, because it makes for more dynamic our own field employees. These visits also offer
sales.
repeated opportunities to present the new collections and seasonal specialties in detail. In addition, a wide variety of point of sale material is
delivered to the stores in order to promote sales
and support the brand. This company philosophy
of partnership cooperation in action is the reason
why the exceptionally broad Caffarel annual
product range of over 650 articles consistently
occupies a prominent position in the display
windows of the best retail outlets all over the
country.
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PRODUCTS FROM LINDT AND
CAFFAREL – ITALIAN ROOTS
AND SWISS QUALITY

For 159 years, LINDT has been a symbol of
Swiss origin, quality, and tradition all over the
world. These values are naturally very important
in our neighboring country of Italy, where love of
detail and elegant design play a particularly important role. As a traditional chocolate business
with very strong local roots and national distribution, Caffarel has always given prominence to
these indispensable values and thus fits perfectly
into the uncompromising corporate philosophy
of Lindt & Sprüngli. Without exception, all products by LINDT or Caffarel – whether they be in
the praliné, festive article, chocolate bar, or
snack segments, or “couverture” chocolate for
professional users – embody the stringent criteria adopted by Lindt & Sprüngli for chocolate
manufacture. Thanks to intensive marketing activities and ongoing product innovations, the two
brands are able to report continuous growth in
every market segment.

LINDT – QUALITY AND TRADITION
OF SWISS ORIGIN

Global brands like LINDOR and EXCELLENCE, the two best-known LINDT products in
Italy, are regularly assisted by advertising and
promotional activities and have found their way
into modern trade channels with great success.
Locally established products, too, are successfully offered on the Italian market – such as
“Zaffiro,” with a whole Piedmont hazelnut and
a Gianduia filling; “Praline delle Feste,” Christmas products which are based on typically Italian festive recipes like “Panettone,” “Pandoro,”
and “Torrone”; or the “Spécialités des Maîtres
Chocolatiers”, a select and highly elegant presentation of the most popular LINDT Pralinés. The
relaunched compact bars like “Nocciolatte,”
“Noccionoir,” and “Wafer” have also proved
highly successful as impulse products. Then
there are the important, constantly renewed seasonal and festive collections, produced with loving care and led by the typically Italian Easter
specialties; these include a great many Easter
eggs “con sorpresa” (with a surprise) in elaborate packaging. Many other attractive products
enrich the Italian LINDT assortment. But, however varied and extensive the product lines may
be, they all have one thing in common: the tradition and the quality of Swiss origin.
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CAFFAREL – CHOCOLATE
HAUTE COUTURE, ITALIAN-STYLE
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Caffarel has always been an icon of elegance and
“buon gusto” (good taste) in every respect in the
Italian chocolate world. The quality and presentation of Caffarel specialties must satisfy not
only the most exacting palate but also the very
finest taste. Constant creativity in refined recipes
and elegant packaging is therefore particularly
important here, and Caffarel’s already very wide
product collections have been further extended
in recent years with premium products like
“Marrons Glacés,” “Fruttine,” and a special
“Panettone.” Caffarel products are exported to
36 countries and offered in duty-free shops all
over the world, conveying Italian chic around the
globe.

The Caffarel brand enjoys a prestige that extends
far beyond the world of chocolate. This is
evidenced by its membership in the esteemed
Italian “Altagamma” association. “Altagamma”
is a union of Italian companies that have excellent international reputation and are acknowledged symbols of style and culture all over the
world. Here, the name Caffarel stands alongside
such famous brands as Bulgari, Gucci, Valentino,
and Versace, to name just a few. Only the best
firms are accepted into this exclusive association, and the ones that do qualify to join must
meet exceedingly stringent criteria. Caffarel has
rightly earned its membership for the quality and
elegance of its products and for its long-standing
ability to focus on creativity and innovation.
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PREFACE

GROUP STRUCTURE AND SHAREHOLDERS

The Lindt & Sprüngli Group identifies strongly with
efficient corporate governance. Both the Board of Directors and Group Management are committed to providing the shareholders, customers and employees
with a transparent and detailed overview of the Lindt
& Sprüngli Group. Our shareholders shall have full
confidence that their interests are strongly considered
at all times. Our business associates and customers
shall be able to rely on the company and the high
quality of our products, and our employees shall understand that they work for a company with a strong
ethical culture.

Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG is globally
active, developing, producing and selling chocolate
products in the premium quality segment. The holding
company, Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG, is
listed on the Swiss Stock Exchange (SWX). The listing numbers of the respective security can be found on
page 59 of this report. The market capitalization based
on the 2003 year-end prices is CHF 2.35 billion.
The company’s group structure is very lean and relies
on two governing bodies, the Board of Directors and
Group Management. The two bodies have different
responsibilities and functions. The individual markets,
under their local management, have a broad autonomy,
which ensures optimum performance close to the
market.
The scope of consolidation of Chocoladefabriken
Lindt & Sprüngli AG includes the wholly-owned, privately held subsidiaries listed on the inside front cover
of this Annual Report. Details about these companies,
such as domicile, share capital, participation, etc. can
be found there as well.
No company within the Group holds any investments
in publicly traded companies (see also “principles of
consolidation” on page 40 of this Annual Report).
As of December 31, 2003, Chocoladefabriken Lindt
& Sprüngli AG disclosed the following shareholders
(in accordance with Art. 663c OR, Swiss Commercial
Code) which own voting shares of more than 4%:
• Fonds für Pensionsergänzungen der
Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG
• Arnhold and S. Bleichroeder Advisers,
Investment Management, New York

22.3%
5.18%

Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG does not
hold cross interests, and there are no shareholder
agreements or voting trusts.
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CAPITAL

Restrictions and nominee entries
Both registered shares and participation certificates
As of December 31, 2003, the holding company’s cap- can be acquired without restrictions. However, the
Board of Directors may refuse full shareholder status
ital structure was as follows:
to a buyer of registered shares if the number of shares
held by that buyer exceeds 4% of the total of regisOrdinary capital
The ordinary capital is composed of two types of se- tered shares as entered in the commercial register. The
Board of Directors may permit exceptions to this recurities:
striction. During the reporting year, the Board of Di• Registered shares*
CHF
14 000 000.– rectors granted such an exception for 22.3% of the
• Participation certificates** CHF
7 784 390.– voting rights to Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli
Total ordinary capital
CHF
21 784 390.– AG’s “Fonds für Pensionsergänzungen,” in light of the
purpose of this fund.
* 140 000 registered shares par value CHF 100.–
** 778 439 participation certificates par value CHF 10.–

The registered shares have voting rights; the participation certificates have no voting rights. Both types of
shares are entitled to a dividend equivalent to their par
values. All shares are fully paid. No bonus certificates
(Genussscheine) were issued.
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Nominee entries will be granted full shareholder status for a maximum of 2% of the registered share capital as entered in the commercial register.

Options and convertible bonds
Options on Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG
are only outstanding within the scope of the existing
employee option plan. Details are reflected in the table
Authorized and conditional capital
The conditional capital has a total of 451 786 partici- below. Details of the options issued and the correpation certificates with a par value of CHF 10.–. sponding terms and conditions are shown in the table
97 336 of these are reserved for employee stock option below:
programs; the remaining 354 450 participation certifi- Year of
Number
Exercise
Maturity
price (CHF)*
cates are reserved for capital market transactions. allocation
There is no other authorized capital.
1999
14 950
754.00
2006
2000
18 640
758.60
2007
2001
18 800
833.00
2008
Changes in capital
19 350
847.00
2009
During the past three reporting years, the following 2002
25 000
648.00
2010
changes have occurred in the ordinary and conditional 2003
capital:
* All options were issued at an exchange ratio of
1 option:1 participation certificate.

Year

Ordinary capital
Conditional capital
Registered
Participation
Participation certificates (PC)
shares (RS)* certificates (PC)** “Capital market” “Employees”

2001 140 000
2002 140 000
2003 140 000

775 775
775 775
778 439

Number of securities, status as at 31.12.
* Registered shares: par value CHF 100.–
** Participation certificates: par value CHF 10.–

354 450
354 450
354 450

100 000
100 000
97 336

In 2003, a total of 2664 of the above employee options
were exercised. Therefore, the “ordinary” participation
capital was increased by the corresponding reduction
in the “conditional” participation capital reserved for
the employee stock option programs. The 94 076 options outstanding as of December 31, 2003 and not yet
exercised are equivalent to 4.3% of the total capital.
There are no outstanding convertible bonds of Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Ernst Tanner (CH)
Mr. Tanner was elected CEO and Vice-Chairman by
the Board of Directors in 1993. In 1994, he took over
as Chairman of the Board. The Board is convinced that
this dual mandate allows for effective leadership and
excellent communication among shareholders, Board
of Directors and Group Management. Before coming
to Lindt & Sprüngli, Mr. Tanner held for more than
25 years top management positions with the Johnson
& Johnson Group in Europe and in the USA, his last
position having been “Company Group Chairman
Europe.” Mr. Tanner is also a member of the Boards of
Directors of Credit Suisse Group, Adecco, and Swatch
Group.

Role and function
The Board of Directors makes decisions jointly and,
for specific matters, is assisted by the Committee of
the Board. The Board’s primary function is to provide
guidance and exercise control over the Group. The
Board makes strategic decisions and defines the general means for achieving the goals it has set for the
Company. It sets the agenda for the Annual Shareholders’ Meeting and approves the annual and interim
reports. Decisions regarding the appointment of members to Group Management or of managing directors
of subsidiaries as well as the nomination of the external auditors for election at the Annual Shareholders’
Meeting are taken by the full board.
Dr. Kurt Widmer (CH)
Mr. Widmer has been a member of the Board of Directors since 1987. Mr. Widmer is a proven finance
Members
As of December 31, 2003, the Board had six active and banking expert and was a member of the Execumembers. Dr. Rudolph R. Sprüngli is Honorary Chair- tive Board of Schweizerische Kreditanstalt and Credit
man and acts in a purely advisory capacity, drawing on Suisse Holding. As president of the Directorate-Gehis many years of experience. Mr. Ernst Tanner (CEO) neral between 1993 and 1995, Mr. Widmer was princiand Dott. Antonio Bulgheroni (Chairman of the two pally responsible for the repositioning and the sucItalian subsidiaries) are executive members of the cessful integration of Schweizerische Volksbank into
Credit Suisse Group.
Board.
Name, Function

Dr. Rudolph R. Sprüngli,
Honorary Chairman
Ernst Tanner, Chairman & CEO
Dr. Kurt Widmer, Member
Dr. Rudolf K. Sprüngli, Member
Dr. Franz Peter Oesch, Member
Dr. Peter Baumberger, Member
Dott. Antonio Bulgheroni, Member

1st election

Until

1995
1993
1987
1988
1991
1992
1996

—
2005
2004
2004
2006
2006
2005

Dr. Rudolf K. Sprüngli (CH)
Mr. Sprüngli has been a member of the Board of Directors since 1988. Due to his former executive and international activities for the Lindt & Sprüngli Group,
Mr. Sprüngli is considered an expert and authority in
the chocolate business. Today, Mr. Sprüngli manages
his own consulting firm.

Dr. Franz Peter Oesch (CH)
Mr. Oesch has been a member of the Board of DirecIn the past three years, the non-executive members of tors since 1991. Mr. Oesch is a partner of the law firm
the Board were not actively engaged in the manage- “asg.advocati” in St. Gallen and Chairman of the
ment of the Group or in a group company and none of Board of Directors of the St. Galler Kantonalbank.
them had business relations with any entity within the
Group.

The Board of Directors met four times during the reporting year.
The members of the Board are elected by the shareholders for a term of three years, in staggered terms.
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Dr. Peter Baumberger (CH)
Mr. Baumberger has been a member of the Board
since 1992. He gained international experience in the
licensing department of Westinghouse International in
New York from 1950 through 1955 and was responsible for South America at Olin Mathieson Corporation
in New York from 1955 through 1959. Thereafter he
was Vice President and Managing Director at RCA
Overseas in New York from 1960 through 1976. Between 1976 and 1991 Mr. Baumberger was the Delegate of the Board of Directors of Carba Group in Bern.
Mr. Baumberger is also member of the Boards of Directors of Swatch Group and ABN-AMRO Bank.
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Dott. Antonio Bulgheroni (IT)
Mr. Bulgheroni has been a member of the Board since
1996. Due to decades of gathering experience in all
management areas of chocolate production, distribution and Italian retail trade, Mr. Bulgheroni is an expert in the chocolate industry. He has been CEO and
Chairman of the Italian subsidiary Lindt & Sprüngli
SpA since 1993, and since 1998, has been Chairman
of Caffarel SpA. Mr. Bulgheroni holds other board positions with Banche Popolari Unite S.c.r.l., Banca
Popolare Commercio e Industria SpA, and Autogrill
SpA.

Internal organization
The Board of Directors receives assistance from the
Committee of the Board. The Committee of the Board
is responsible for setting the total compensation of the
members of Group Management and of the executive
board members of the subsidiaries. The Committee
monitors the risk parameters of the Group regarding
investments, foreign exchange, raw material coverage
and liquidity.

The Committee meets at least four times per year, but
may convene more often, depending on needs. The Committee has the following members: Mr. Tanner, Mr. Widmer and Mr. Bulgheroni.
Allocation of competences
The essential principles for allocating the competences and responsibilities among the Board of Directors and Group Management are set forth in the organization regulation.
Information and control
The Board is informed on a regular four-month cycle
about the Group’s income statement, balance sheet, investments and human resources as well as those of the
subsidiaries, by means of a comprehensive and complete Management Information System (MIS). This
information is available in both historical format and
as year-end projection. Upon request, the same comprehensive historical information can be provided to
the Board members on a monthly basis. The full Board
convened four times in 2003.

A report on risk exposure, including securities and investments, foreign exchange, supply of raw materials
and liquidity, is submitted to the Committee of the
Board on a quarterly basis. Upon request, this information is available on an ongoing basis.
The Group has no internal audit department. Accordingly, management information and risk control reporting is given special attention. For the annual audit,
special assignments are given to the external auditors.
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GROUP MANAGEMENT

Ernst Tanner (CH)
For details refer to “Board of Directors” on page 32 of
As of December 31, 2003, Chocoladefabriken Lindt & this Annual Report.
Sprüngli AG’s Group Management was comprised of
four members. Rudolf Müller, responsible for manu- Hansjürg Klingler (CH)
facturing/engineering, retired after more than 33 years Lawyer. Mr. Klingler has been a member of Group
of employment with the Lindt & Sprüngli Group. We Management since 1993 and is responsible for estabwould like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Müller lishing overseas and duty free markets. Previously, he
for his commendable performance during his long was head of Legal and Administration, and then
tenure with the company. The manufacturing function deputy group head at Forbo, an international construcnow reports to Mr. Weisskopf at Group level.
tion materials supplying Group.
Members
Name, Responsibility

Ernst Tanner,
Chief Executive Officer
Hansjürg Klingler,
Duty Free & country responsibility
Uwe Sommer,
Marketing/Sales & country responsibility
Dr. Dieter Weisskopf,
Chief Financial Officer,
Finance/Administration/
Purchasing/Manufacturing

Since

1993
1993
1993

1995

Uwe Sommer (D)
Economist, MA. Mr. Sommer joined the Lindt
& Sprüngli Group in 1993 as a member of Group
Management, responsible for Marketing and Sales
with country responsibilities. He gained his professional experience as an executive in the marketing/
sales sector of Procter & Gamble and Mars in Germany and England, and as a CEO with Johnson &
Johnson in Austria.
Dr. Dieter Weisskopf (CH)
PhD in Economics/Business Administration. Mr.
Weisskopf joined the Lindt & Sprüngli Group in 1995
as Head of Finance, Administration, and Purchasing.
Since 2004, he is also responsible for manufacturing.
Starting his career at Swiss Union Bank, he gained additional experience in the banking sector in Mexico
and Brazil, later changing to the food industry, namely the Jacobs Suchard Group. At Jacobs Suchard and
at Klaus Jacobs Holding, he held executive management positions in the financial sector, last as CFO, in
Canada and Switzerland.

Apart from the above-mentioned Board assignments
of Mr. Tanner, the members of Group Management are
not active in other management or supervisory bodies.
They are not active in managing or consulting functions with closely related parties, nor do they hold
public or political office. There are no noteworthy
management agreements with either legal entities or
natural persons outside the Group.
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COMPENSATION, EQUITY
PARTICIPATIONS AND LOANS
Compensation and options
Compensation of the members of the Board of Directors and of Group Management is based on comparative market studies of peers in similar functions and
with similar responsibilities. The scope of compensation is determined by the Committee of the Board.

Option and bonus programs for members of Group
Management are based on the performance of the
company and the individual, in accordance with the
objectives set for the year. This profit-dependent part
of the overall compensation is a major factor in determining the level of the program. Again, the Committee of the Board decides on the general scope.
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Compensation of current and former members
of governing bodies
The total compensation paid to the two executive
members of the Board of Directors and to the additional four members of the Group Management (including the member who left at the end of 2003) was
CHF 7.1 million in 2003, the year under review. Total
compensation and fees paid in 2003 to the four nonexecutive members of the Board and the Honorary
Chairman amounted to CHF 0.6 million.

Together, the executive members of the Board and
Group Management held the following options on December 31, 2003 (holding period 3–5 years):
Year of
allocation

Number

Exercise
price (CHF)*

Maturity

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

10 750
10 750
11 000
7 250
12 000

754.00
758.60
833.00
847.00
648.00

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

* All options were issued at an exchange ratio of
1 option:1 participation certificate.

As of December 31, 2003, the non-executive members
of the Board did not hold any options on registered
shares or participation certificates of Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG.
Additional compensation, fees and loans
Apart from the above-mentioned payments, no payments were made to either an executive or non-executive member of the Board or a member of Group Management. There are no loans, advances or credits due
to the Group or any of its subsidiaries by any of the
members of the Board or Group Management.

Highest total compensation
The total compensation of the highest paid Board
member amounted to CHF 3.0 million in the reporting
year. In addition, 100 registered shares, blocked for
In 2003, no payments were made to former members one year and 5000 options on participation certificates
of governing bodies.
in Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG were
granted under the terms and conditions described
above.
Shares and options
A total of 100 registered shares were allocated to the
executive members of the Board and to Group Management. No participation certificates were allocated.

The non-executive members of the Board did not receive any shares or participation certificates.
The executive members of the Board, the members of
Group Management and closely related parties held –
according to the share register of the company – a total of 2835 registered shares on December 31, 2003.
The non-executive members of the Board, the Honorary Chairman and closely related parties held – according to the share register of the company – a total
of 2660 registered shares on December 31, 2003.
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SHAREHOLDERS’ RIGHTS
OF PARTICIPATION
Restriction of voting rights and proxy
When exercising the voting rights at the Annual Shareholders’ Meeting, no shareholder may combine, in the
aggregate, directly or indirectly, whether his own
shares or those voted by proxy, more than 6% of total
voting shares. Natural persons or legal entities, which
either by the number of shares or the pooling of votes
are linked to each other or are under common custody,
are considered as one shareholder. The Board of Directors may refuse full shareholder status to a buyer of
shares if the number of shares held by that buyer exceeds 4% of the total registered shares entered in the
commercial register.

Lifting statutory restrictions of voting rights
Amendments to the statutes concerning proxy votes require a three-quarter majority of the votes represented.

The Annual Shareholders’ Meeting passes its resolutions by an absolute majority of the votes represented,
unless the statutes or the law prescribe otherwise.
Amendments to the statutes with regard to a change in
domicile, the transfer of shares, proxies, as well as the
dissolution or merger of the Company require a threequarter majority of the votes represented.

Calling of the Annual Shareholders’ Meeting,
agenda and share register
Shareholders are given notice by the Board of Directors at least 20 days prior to the date of the Annual
In special cases, the Board may make exceptions to the Shareholders’ Meeting.
voting rights restrictions. In the reporting year, the
Board granted such an exception to the “Fonds für Shareholder proposals to come before the Annual
Pensionsergänzungen der Chocoladefabriken Lindt Shareholders’ Meeting must be submitted to the com& Sprüngli AG” for 22.3% of the voting rights, in light pany in writing no later than 6 weeks prior to calling
of the purpose of the fund.
the meeting.

The restriction on voting rights does not apply to rep- Shares will be entered into the share register up to
resentatives of organizations or to independent proxies 20 days before the Annual Shareholders’ Meeting.
or proxy votes designated by the company, provided
they are retained as proxy by the shareholder.
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CHANGE IN CONTROL
AND DEFENSIVE MEASURES

In the event of a change in control of the company, the
employee options granted can be exercised without regard to the 3–5 year holding period. Other than that,
there are no special agreements concerning a change
in control that would favor either the members of the
Board of Directors or Group Management.

SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION

Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG issues business related shareholder communications as follows:
• End of January
• First half of March
• End of April
• End of August

Net sales of the previous year
Full-year results
Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
Half-year report

The statutes of incorporation make no special pro- The statutory location of publication is the Swiss Offivision for “opting out” or “opting up” pursuant to cial Gazette of Commerce (Schweizerisches HandelsBEHG Art. 22.
amtsblatt). In addition, information about the company is usually published and collected by the Swiss and
international media and by leading international
AUDITORS
banks.
The Annual Shareholders’ Meeting first appointed
PricewaterhouseCoopers AG as its auditors in April All company information is also available on the in2002. Therefore, 2003 is the second year of service for ternet under “Investor Relations” at www.lindt.com.
the auditors. In 2003, PricewaterhouseCoopers AG Both the annual and the interim reports can be obcharged audit fees in the amount of TCHF 698. Addi- tained in hardcopy and free of charge at the Group’s
tional fee payments for services rendered totalled head office. For further information contact the investor relations department, Phone +41 1 716 25 37.
TCHF 218.
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Supervision, control over and evaluation of the external auditor’s performance is exercised by the Board of
Directors.
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GROUP

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements

BASIS OF THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Goodwill
When first consolidated, the assets and liabilities of
a subsidiary are valued according to uniform Group
The consolidated financial statements are based on the principles. Any residual goodwill after this revaluation
annual accounts of the individual Group companies is written off directly against shareholders’ equity.
which were drawn up in accordance with uniform
Group accounting principles. The consolidated finan- Foreign currency translation
cial statements conform with Swiss GAAP FER as At the end of the financial year, the balance sheets
well as with the reporting and listing rules of the and income statements of foreign subsidiaries are
Swiss Stock Exchange.
converted to Swiss francs at year-end rates and the
average exchange rates, respectively. The resulting
currency translation differences are directly added to
PRINCIPLES OF CONSOLIDATION
or deducted from consolidation reserves in the balance sheet.
Consolidated subsidiaries
The consolidated financial statements of the Lindt
& Sprüngli Group comprise Chocoladefabriken Lindt VALUATION PRINCIPLES
& Sprüngli AG, Kilchberg, as well as all subsidiaries in
which the Lindt & Sprüngli Group, directly or indirect- Intangible assets
ly, holds more than 50% of the share capital and voting The item intangible assets includes acquired licenses,
rights. The most important participations are listed on trademarks and similar rights. Such assets are stated
the front flap of this report. In compliance with the full at procurement cost and amortized over a period of
consolidation method, the assets, liabilities, income 10 years.
and expenses of these companies are fully incorporated
(100%) into the consolidated financial statements. Fixed assets
Intercompany accounts receivables and payables as These items are stated at manufacturing or procurewell as intercompany income and expense items are ment cost less depreciation. Depreciation is calculated
eliminated. Intercompany profits included in inven- according to the straightline method over the followtories from deliveries to Group companies have been ing useful lives:
eliminated.
Years
Land and buildings
0 – 40
Machinery
10 – 15
Non-consolidated participations
3–8
Such interests are shown in the balance sheet under Other fixed assets
“Financial assets” and are reported in the consolidated financial statements according to the equity Land is not depreciated. Buildings are depreciated
method. The Group does not currently own any inte- over a period of 40 years, whereas building-related installations are depreciated over a period of 15 to 20
rests of this kind.
years. Included in other fixed assets are EDP items,
office furniture and vehicles.
Capital consolidation
Investments in subsidiaries are consolidated accordFixed assets are regularly subject to impairment tests.
ing to the purchase method.
If the book value of an asset exceeds its recoverable
amount (i.e. the higher of an asset’s net selling price
and its value in use), then the asset is written down to
its recoverable amount.
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GROUP

Leased assets
Fixed assets acquired under long-term financial leases
are carried and depreciated in the same way as other
fixed assets. The cash values of these leasing commitments are capitalized and reported under liabilities in
the balance sheet.
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Securities
This item mainly contains marketable securities
which are valued at the lower of cost or market.

Deferred taxes
Provisions are set aside for the difference between
book value and tax value. With the exception of land
value adjustments in conjunction with acquisitions,
Financial assets
Financial assets include loans which mature after the liability is based on current local tax rates applied
12 months; they are reported at face value. Further, to all temporary differences.
this position contains non-consolidated participations
which are valued on the basis of pro-rata equity ac- Provisions
cording to the equity method.
Provisions cover both actual and potential risks and
obligations, taking into account the risks to which an
internationally active Group is exposed. Various penDerivative financial instruments
The Group uses derivative financial instruments to sion schemes exist within the Group. Required provihedge operational risks related to raw material prices, sions are set aside for commitments arising from
foreign exchange and interest rates. Forwards are the these schemes unless otherwise covered.
most commonly employed instruments. Hedging
transactions are valued in accordance with the under- Current liabilities
lying transaction. The same valuation method is em- All liabilities under this item are due within one year
ployed when anticipated transactions are hedged.
or less. The respective amounts are reported at face
value.
Inventories
Inventories are stated at average procurement or manu- Pension obligations
facturing cost. They are valued according to the lower The Group operates a number of different pension
of cost or market principle. Appropriate value adjust- schemes, which have been set up in accordance with
ments are made for items with reduced saleability and the statutory requirements of the various countries infor surplus inventories.
volved. In the case of defined contribution pension
plans, the expenditure for the period corresponds to
the contributions paid by the employer, whereas in the
Accounts receivables
Trade and other accounts receivables are posted at case of defined benefit pension plans, the expenditure
face value less operationally necessary value adjust- for the period is determined by actuarial assessments
made every three years based on the projected unit
ments.
credit method. This expectancy value method takes into account not only the existing pensions and rights already acquired, but as well anticipated future salary
and pension increases.
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GROUP

Consolidated Balance Sheet before Profit Distribution

December 31, 2003
Note

CHF million

December 31, 2002

%

CHF million

%

292.9
240.5
13.5
546.9
1.4
1.8

34.3
0.1
0.1

292.0
239.6
15.9
547.5
2.6
2.0

36.7
0.2
0.1

ASSETS

Land and buildings
Machinery, equipment, vehicles
Construction in progress
Net fixed assets
Intangible assets
Financial assets
Total Fixed Assets

3

550.1

34.5

552.1

37.0

Inventories
Accounts receivables
Other receivables
Accrued income
Total receivables
Marketable securities

4
5
6

251.1
514.4
43.7
20.0
578.1
59.3

15.8

15.0

36.3
3.7

223.7
434.6
38.1
14.8
487.5
86.9

32.7
5.8

153.7

9.7

141.9

9.5

Total Current Assets

1 042.2

65.5

940.0

63.0

Total Assets

1 592.3

100.0

1 492.1

100.0

Cash

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Share and participation capital
Consolidated reserves

21.8
706.9

Total Shareholders’ equity

7

728.7

Bonds
Loans
Provisions

8

200.0
10.3
172.3

9

Long-term liabilities

382.6

Accounts payable to suppliers
Other accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Bank loans and overdrafts

119.2
69.2
228.9
63.7

10

21.8
587.1
45.8

608.9
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40.8

200.0
9.0
170.8
24.0

379.8

25.5

95.3
57.2
188.9
162.0

Current liabilities

481.0

30.2

503.4

33.7

Total Liabilities

863.6

54.2

883.2

59.2

1 592.3

100.0

1 492.1

100.0

Total Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GROUP

Consolidated Income Statement

2003

2002

Note

CHF million

%

CHF million

%

11

1 800.5
12.4
8.8

100.0

1 680.5
–6.5
9.4

100.0

1 821.7

101.2

1 683.4

100.2

–525.6
–413.7

–29.2
–23.0

–471.7
–393.9

–28.1
–23.4

–617.2

–34.3

–575.4

–34.2

–1 556.5

–86.5

–1 441.0

–85.8

265.2
–76.5
188.7
–21.5
15.2
182.4
–2.8
179.6
–57.2

14.7
–4.2
10.5

242.4
–71.6
170.8
–27.8
12.4
155.4
–2.9
152.5
–50.6

14.4
–4.2
10.2

INCOME

Sales
Changes in inventories
Other operating income

12

Total Income

OPERATING EXPENSES

Material costs
Personnel costs
Operating, marketing, distribution
and administrative expenses

13

Total Operating Expenses

EBITDA
Depreciation and amortization
EBIT
Interest and financial expenses
Interest and financial income
Operating profit after interest
Extraordinary expenses
Income before taxes
Taxes
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14

10.1
10.0

9.2
9.1

NET INCOME

122.4

6.8

101.9

6.1

CASH FLOW

206.2

11.5

178.3

10.6
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GROUP

Consolidated Cash Flow Statement

2003
CHF million

Net income
Depreciation and amortization
Changes in provisions and value adjustments
Non cash effective items

122.4
76.5
–1.1
8.4

Cash Flow

Decrease (+) / Increase (–) of inventories
Decrease (+) / Increase (–) of accounts receivables
Decrease (+) / Increase (–) of other receivables
Decrease (+) / Increase (–) of prepaid expenses
Decrease (–) / Increase (+) of accounts payable to suppliers
Decrease (–) / Increase (+) of other accounts payable
Decrease (–) / Increase (+) of accrued liabilities

–23.9
–57.7
–3.5
–3.8
19.6
8.4
32.8

Cash Flow from Financing Activities

CHF million

101.9
71.6
–2.7
7.5

–28.1

178.3

8.1
–33.5
–1.1
1.0
1.2
1.2
20.5

178.1

–75.1
1.9
0.2

Cash Flow from Investment Activities

Decrease (–) / Increase (+) bank loans and overdrafts
Decrease (–) / Increase (+) of bonds/loans
Goodwill payment
Capital increase (including premium)
Profit distribution

2002
CHF million

206.2

Cash Flow from Operating Activities

Investments in property, plant and equipment
Disposals of property, plant and equipment
Decrease (+) / Increase (–) of financial assets

CHF million

–2.6
175.7

–77.6
0.5
–0.5
–73.0

–94.7
–1.4
–4.5
2.0
–24.4

–77.6

–47.9
–2.1
0.0
0.0
–20.1
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–123.0

–70.1

2.1

–4.6

Changes in Cash and Securities

–15.8

23.4

Cash and securities as at January 1
Cash and securities as at December 31

228.8
213.0

205.4
228.8

Translation Adjustments
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GROUP

Notes to the Financial Statements 2003

1. Exchange rates

The following exchange rates were used to translate
the foreign currencies:
Balance sheet, year-end rates
2003
2002

CHF

Euro-Zone
USA
Great Britain
Canada
Australia
Poland

1 EUR
1 USD
1 GBP
1 CAD
1 AUD
100 PLZ

Income statement, average rates
2003
2002

1.56
1.24
2.21
0.96
0.93
33.02

1.45
1.39
2.23
0.88
0.78
36.39

1.52
1.34
2.20
0.97
0.88
34.32

1.47
1.53
2.34
0.97
0.84
38.08

Land
Buildings

Machinery

Other
fixed assets

Construction
in progress

TOTAL

Acquisition costs as at 1.1.2003
Additions
Retirements
Transfers
Currency translation
Acquisition costs as at 31.12.2003
Accumulated depreciation as at 1.1.2003
Additions
Impairments
Retirements
Transfers
Currency translation
Accumulated depreciation as at 31.12.2003

458.9
18.5
–5.7
3.4
2.5
477.6
166.9
18.8
1.3
–3.7
0.3
1.1
184.7

586.7
35.1
–9.8
6.9
18.1
637.0
384.7
37.0
3.0
–8.2
0.0
15.5
432.0

148.3
12.4
–4.2
0.8
3.3
160.6
110.7
15.5
0.0
–3.3
–0.3
2.5
125.1

15.9
9.1
0.0
–11.1
–0.4
13.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1 209.8
75.1
–19.7
0.0
23.5
1 288.7
662.3
71.3
4.3
–15.2
0.0
19.1
741.8

Net fixed assets 31.12.2003
Net fixed assets 31.12.2002

292.9
292.0

205.0
202.0

35.5
37.6

13.5
15.9

546.9
547.5

2. Changes in the scope of consolidation

The scope of consolidation is unchanged since last year.
3. Changes in fixed assets
Property, plant and equipment
CHF million
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Included in the position construction in progress are million) and of fixed assets in own stores (CHF
advance payments of CHF 5.7 million (CHF 2.0 mil- 1.3 million).
lion in 2002).
Neither capitalized assets, under financial lease (CHF
The insurance value of the fixed assets amounts to 27.8 million in 2002), nor lease liabilities (CHF
CHF 1624.6 million(CHF 1553.8 million in 2002). No 2.5 million in 2002) existed at December 31, 2003.
mortgages exist on land and buildings.
Operating lease commitments are expensed immediThe impairment charge of CHF 4.3 million consists of ately.
writedowns of a production line for pralines (CHF 3.0
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GROUP

Intangible assets
CHF million

Balance as at 1. 1.
Amortization
Retirements
Balance as at 31.12.

7. Shareholders’ equity
2003

2002

2.6
–0.8
–0.4
1.4

4.0
–0.9
–0.5
2.6

The Group’s equity developed as follows:
CHF million

Share-/PC- Consolidated Shareholders’
capital
reserves
equity

Balance as at 1.1.2002
21.8
516.8
538.6
Net income 2002
101.9
101.9
Distribution of profits
–20.1
–20.1
Intangible assets are composed mostly of trademarks
Currency
translation
–11.5
–11.5
and capitalized bond issue costs.
Balance as at 31.12.2002
21.8
587.1
608.9
Net
income
2003
122.4
122.4
Financial assets
Capital increase
0.026
2.0
2.0
CHF million
2003
2002
Distribution
of
profits
–24.4
–24.4
Balance as at 1. 1.
2.0
1.8
Goodwill offset
–4.5
–4.5
Additions
0.3
0.6
Currency
translation
24.3
24.3
Amortization
–0.1
0.0
Balance
as
at
31.12.2003
21.8
706.9
728.7
Retirements
–0.5
–0.4
Currency translation
0.1
0.0
Balance as at 31.12.
1.8
2.0 Goodwill totalling CHF 4.5 million has been charged
directly against shareholders’ equity. The amount represents taxes incurred in 2003 for the tax period 1999
4. Inventories
to 2002 and is related to the 1994 acquisition of Lindt
& Sprüngli SpA. These taxes were unforeseen at the
CHF million
2003
2002
Raw materials
30.2
22.3 time of acquisition and therefore no tax provision was
Packaging materials
47.8
46.5 built. For this reason the amount was subsequently offset directly against shareholders’equity. If goodwill had
Semi-finished and
finished products
186.3
166.2 been capitalized and amortized over a period of 5 years,
Other materials
3.2
2.8 the Group’s shareholders’ equity as at December 31,
Value adjustment
–16.4
–14.1 2003 would amount to CHF 732.3 million (CHF 608.9
Total
251.1
223.7 million in 2002) and net income for 2003 would be CHF
121.5 million (CHF 64.6 million in 2002). For details of
the capital increase, refer to note 11 (page 55) in the
5. Accounts receivables
Notes to the Financial Statements as at December 31,
2003 of Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG.
CHF million
2003
2002

Accounts receivables
Allowance for doubtful accounts
Total

527.4
–13.0
514.4

447.2
–12.6
434.6

The following bonds were outstanding
as at December 31:

6. Other receivables
CHF million

Advance payments
Other receivables
Total

8. Bonds

2003

2002

1.8
41.9
43.7

2.0
36.1
38.1

Other receivables mostly comprise amounts due from
governmental institutions.

CHF million

2003

2002

Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG, Switzerland
3%
Bond, 1998 – 2005
100.0
100.0
3 5/8 % Bond, 1998 – 2008
100.0
100.0
Total
200.0
200.0
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GROUP

9. Provisions
CHF million

Pension plan
Deferred taxes
Other
Total

13. Personnel expenses
2003

2002

91.7
35.4
45.2
172.3

84.2
38.2
48.4
170.8

CHF million

Wages and salaries
Social benefits
Other personnel expenses
Total

2003

2002

307.7
80.7
25.3
413.7

297.9
76.3
19.7
393.9

Provisions included in the item pension plan mainly
are amounts owed to pension funds and similar personnel welfare instruments maintained by the German
and Italian Group companies.

For the year 2003, the Group employed an average of
6011 people (6029 in 2002). For comparison purposes
(conversion to full-time equivalents), last year’s figure
was adjusted (from 6184 to 6029 employees).

Deferred tax liabilities have not been provided for land
value adjustments of CHF 2.3 million (CHF 2.1 million in 2002) realized from acquisitions. Losses
brought forward in the amount of CHF 53.3 million
(CHF 54.1 million in 2002), which are available for
future use, also exist with a number of foreign companies. For precautionary reasons, no deferred tax assets
have been considered in the balance sheet.

14. Taxes
CHF million

Current income tax expense
Deferred tax income
Other tax income/expense
Total

2003

2002

64.2
–5.3
–1.7
57.2

49.8
–2.2
3.0
50.6

15. Off-balance-sheet transactions
10. Other accounts payable
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Contingent liabilities
Other accounts payable include provisions for taxes CHF million
2003
2002
amounting to CHF 20.7 million (CHF 15.3 million in Discounted bills
16.7
11.0
2002).
Guarantees in favor of third parties
0.2
0.1
Total
16.9
11.1
11. Sales
2003
2002
Future payments related to operational leasing commitments are as follows:
Sales by region
CHF million
% CHF million
%
Europe
1 312.9 72.9 1 203.6 71.6
Operational leasing
North and
South America
407.0 22.6
405.4 24.1 CHF million
2003
2002
Other countries
80.6
4.5
71.5
4.3 1–5 years
50.0
60.0
Total
1 800.5 100.0 1 680.5 100.0 > 5 years
21.3
29.8
Total
71.3
89.8
The currency adjusted increase in sales (internal growth)
Derivative financial instruments
versus 2002 is 7.8%.
Contract values

12. Other operating income

CHF million

Non-capitalized
replacement values
positive negative

502.4
24.7
2.9
Other operating income includes an amount of CHF Total as at 31.12.2003
Total
as
at
31.12.2002
310.4
31.5
1.5
0.7 million (CHF 0.6 million in 2002) for company-produced additions involving investments in fixed assets.
The remainder is composed of income from services re- Derivative financial instruments consist mostly of curlated to operating activities.
rency forwards, swaps and commodity forwards.
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GROUP

16. Pension obligations

Actuarial calculations were based on the following
weighted average assumptions:

The status of the defined benefit pension obligation is
2003
2002
as follows:
Discount rate
4.4%
4.5%
Expected return on plan assets
5.0%
5.5%
CHF million
2003
2002
Expected salary increase
2.5%
2.5%
Obligations of
Expected pension increase
1.2%
1.4%
defined benefit plans
286.9
255.4
The expenses for defined benefit and defined contribuMarket value of the assets available
to cover pension commitments
–219.4
–188.1 tion plans were CHF 8.1 million (CHF 9.5 million in
Under-coverage
–5.3
–9.1 2002) for the financial year 2003.
Total plan liabilities
as shown in the balance sheet
62.2
58.2 In addition, there are employers’funds with net assets of
ca. CHF 251 million per December 31, 2003 (ca. CHF
The pension commitments were last calculated as of 167 million per December 31, 2002).
January 1, 2003 and carried forward to December 31,
2003. As of December 31, 2003, the actuarial under- There are no employer contribution reserves either for
coverage of CHF 5.3 million (CHF 9.1 million in 2002) defined benefit or for defined contribution pension
was within the permitted corridor (FER 16) of 10% and plans.
must not be recognized in the income statement.
There are no obligations arising out of past employment
relationships that are not covered by provisions.
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GROUP

Report of the Group Auditors

To the Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
of Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG,
Kilchberg

As auditors of the Group, we have audited the consolidated financial statements (balance sheet, income
statement, cash flow statement and notes/pages 40 to
48) of Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG for the
year ended December 31, 2003.

Our audit was conducted in accordance with auditing
standards promulgated by the Swiss profession, which
require that an audit be planned and performed to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement. We have examined on a test basis evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. We have also assessed the
accounting principles used, significant estimates made
and the overall consolidated financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Board of Directors. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated
financial statements based on our audit. We confirm In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements
that we meet the legal requirements concerning pro- give a true and fair view of the financial position, the
results of operations and the cash flows in accordance
fessional qualification and independence.
with the Swiss GAAP FER and comply with Swiss
law.

We recommend that the consolidated financial statements submitted to you be approved.
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PricewaterhouseCoopers AG

Peter Binz

Daniel Ketterer

Zurich, March 4, 2004
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CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRÜNGLI AG

Balance Sheet before Profit Distribution

December 31, 2003

December 31, 2002

CHF 1 000

CHF 1 000

Intangible assets
Investments
Loans to subsidiaries

42 744
322 538
84 154

8 116
217 180
78 650

Total Fixed Assets

449 436

303 946

Receivables from subsidiaries
Other receivables
Miscellaneous financial investments

118 058
1 875
4 625

146 344
1 619
17 760

3 294
59 514
107

12 675
46 858
679

Total Current Assets

187 473

225 935

Total Assets

636 909

529 881

14 000
7 784
78 003
127 349
0
72 413

14 000
7 758
76 040
108 674
12 675
40 520

Total Shareholders’ Equity

299 549

259 667

Provisions
Accounts payable to subsidiaries
Bonds
Other liabilities
Accrued liabilities

2 906
128 272
200 000
100
6 082

2 936
63 025
200 000
80
4 173

Total Liabilities

337 360

270 214

Total Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

636 909

529 881

Note

ASSETS

Treasury stock, participation certificates and bonds
Cash and cash equivalents
Accrued income

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Share capital
Participation capital
Legal reserves
Special reserves
Reserves for treasury stock and participation certificates
Net earnings

11

6
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CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRÜNGLI AG

Income Statement

2003

2002

CHF 1 000

CHF 1 000

Dividends and other income from subsidiaries
Income from financial assets
Interest received from subsidiaries
Other income

69 578
7 711
8 012
67

41 517
2 858
5 726
205

Total Income

85 368

50 306

Administrative and miscellaneous overhead costs
Interest
Taxes

4 363
14 488
4 210

4 286
11 357
2 302

Total Expenses

23 061

17 945

NET INCOME

62 307

32 361

40 520
–23 934
–480
–6 000
62 307

34 222
–19 583
–480
–6 000
32 361

72 413

40 520

INCOME

EXPENSES

NET EARNINGS
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Net earnings as at January 1
Dividend
Emoluments to directors
Allocation to special reserves
Net income
Net Earnings as at December 31
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CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRÜNGLI AG

Notes to the Financial Statements as at December 31, 2003

1. Liabilities arising from guarantees and pledges
in favor of third parties

5. Liabilities due to welfare schemes

The company does not have any outstanding accounts
Contingent liabilities as at December 31, 2003, payable to welfare schemes.
amounted to CHF 12.2 million (CHF 61.8 million in
2002). This figure comprises guarantees to third par- 6. Bonds
ties for subsidiaries.
CHF Mio.

3%
Bond, 1998–2005
100.0
35/8 % Bond, 1998–2008
100.0
There were no pledged or assigned assets as at De- Total
200.0
cember 31, 2003.
7. Significant investments
3. Leasing liabilities
The most important participations are listed on the
front flap of this report.
The company has no leasing liabilities.
2. Assets pledged or assigned

4. Fire insurance values

The company does not own fixed assets.
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CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRÜNGLI AG

8. Dissolution of undisclosed reserves

11. Conditional and approved capital

No undisclosed reserves were dissolved during 2003 As of December 31, 2003, the conditional capital had
that would have had any significant effect on the re- a total of 451 786 participation certificates with a par
sults.
value of CHF 10.–. Of this total, 97 336 are reserved
for employee stock option programs and the remaining
354 450 for capital market transactions. In the year
9. Revaluations
under review, a total of 2664 employee stock options
No revaluations which exceed acquisition costs were were exercized at an average price of CHF 755.–.
recognized.
12. Mandatory disclosure of interest positions
10. Acquisition and sale of treasury stock
pursuant to OR Art. 663c
and participation certificates
As of December 31, 2003, Chocoladefabriken Lindt &
Sprüngli AG disclosed the following shareholders (in
Inventory of treasury stock
and participation certificates
RS
PC accordance with Art. 663c OR, Swiss Commercial
Inventory as at 1.1.2003
1 309
2 337 Code) which own voting shares of more than 4%:
Additions 2003
985
0
Retirements 2003
2 294
2 337 • Fonds für Pensionsergänzungen der
Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG
22.3%
Inventory as at 31.12.2003
0
0
Average cost of additions
CHF 7 982
– • Arnhold and S. Bleichroeder Advisers,
Investment Management, New York
5.18%
Average sales price
of disposals
CHF 8 881 CHF 845
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CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRÜNGLI AG

Proposal for the Distribution of Net Earnings

December 31, 2003

December 31, 2002

CHF

CHF

Balance brought forward
Net income

10 106 927
62 306 570

8 159 713
32 360 740

NET EARNINGS

72 413 497

40 520 453

5 % statutory dividend

–1 089 220

–1 087 888

135% (105% in 2002) additional dividend on the
dividend-bearing shares and participation capital
of CHF 21 784 390 (CHF 21 757 750 in 2002)

–29 408 927

–22 845 638

Emoluments to directors
Allocation to special reserves

–480 000
–27 000 000

–480 000
–6 000 000

14 435 350

10 106 927

BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD
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CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRÜNGLI AG

Report of the Statutory Auditors

To the Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
of Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG,
Kilchberg

As statutory auditors, we have audited the accounting
records and the financial statements (balance sheet, income statement and notes/pages 52 to 56) of Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG for the year ended
December 31, 2003.

Our audit was conducted in accordance with auditing
standards promulgated by the Swiss profession, which
require that an audit be planned and performed to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. We have examined on a test basis evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. We have also assessed the accounting principles used, significant
estimates made and the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.

These financial statements are the responsibility of the
Board of Directors. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. In our opinion, the accounting records and financial
We confirm that we meet the legal requirements con- statements and the proposed appropriation of available
cerning professional qualification and independence. earnings comply with Swiss law and the company's articles of incorporation.

We recommend that the financial statements submitted
to you be approved.
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PricewaterhouseCoopers AG

Peter Binz

Daniel Ketterer

Zurich, March 4, 2004
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GRUPPE

Group Financial Data – 5-Year Review

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

CHF million

1 800.5

CHF million

265.2

1 590.8
230.8
14.5
158.4
10.0
91.5
5.8
17.7
175.2
11.0
72.4

1 536.9
215.4
14.0
143.8
9.4
76.2
5.0
15.9
144.2
9.4
71.6

1 440.1
196.6
13.6
130.3
9.0
69.7
4.8
16.1
136.8
9.5
66.3

Income statement

Consolidated sales
EBITDA
in % of consolidated sales
EBIT
in % of consolidated sales
Net income
in % of consolidated sales
in % of average shareholders’ equity
Cash flow
in % of consolidated sales
Depreciation and amortization

%

11.5

CHF million

76.5

1 680.5
242.4
14.4
170.8
10.2
101.9
6.1
17.8
178.3
10.6
71.6

Total assets
Current assets

CHF million

1 592.3

1 492.1

1 500.2

1 469.3

1 423.7

CHF million

1 042.2

Net current assets
Fixed assets
in % of total assets
Long-term liabilities
in % of total assets
Shareholders’ equity
in % of total assets
Investments in fixed assets
in % of cash flow

CHF million

561.2

CHF million

550.1

%

34.5

CHF million

382.6

940.0
436.6
552.1
37.0
379.8
25.5
608.9
40.8
77.6
43.5

915.0
339.5
585.2
39.0
386.1
25.7
538.6
35.9
72.2
41.2

877.4
364.7
591.9
40.3
458.7
31.2
497.9
33.9
73.6
51.0

810.6
267.6
613.1
43.1
418.0
29.4
462.7
32.5
94.4
69.0

%

14.7

CHF million

188.7

%

10.5

CHF million

122.4

%

6.8

%

18.3

CHF million

206.2

Balance sheet

%

24.0

CHF million

728.7

%

45.8

CHF million

75.1

%

36.4
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Employees

Average number of employees
Sales per employee

6 011
CHF 1 000

299.5

6 029
278.7

6 068
262.2

5 871
261.8

5 615
256.5
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LINDT & SPRÜNGLI GRUPPE

Data per Share – 5-Year Review

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

140 000

140 000
775 775
468
819
2 799
23.5

140 000
775 775
421
805
2 475
21.4

140 000
775 775
350
663
2 288
22.8

140 000
775 775
320
629
2 127
22.5

8 600
10 000
7 800
110.00
18.38

9 400
10 200
7 980
90.00
22.33

9 650
10 090
7 600
80.00
27.57

7 890
8 400
7 160
72.00
24.66

800
960
730
11.00
17.09

930
1 010
775
9.00
22.09

930
960
731
8.00
26.51

760
800
690
7.20
23.75

1 824.6
299.7

2 037.5
378.3

2 072.5
416.2

1 694.2
366.2

Shares

Number of registered shares at CHF 100.– par 1)
Number of participation certificates at CHF 10.– par 2)
Earnings per share/10 PC
CHF
Cash flow per share/10 PC
CHF
3)
Shareholders’ equity per share/10 PC
CHF
Payout ratio
%

778 439
562
947
3 345
24.9

Registered share

Year-end price
High of the year
Low of the year
Dividend
P/E ratio 5)

CHF

11 050

CHF

11 475

CHF

6 800

CHF

140.00 4)

Factor

19.66

CHF

1 030

CHF

1 065

CHF

631

CHF

14.00 4)

Participation certificate

Year-end price
High of the year
Low of the year
Dividend
P/E ratio 5)

Market capitalization 5)
in % of shareholders’ equity 3)
1)
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Factor

18.33

CHF million

2 348.8

%

322.3

Valor 1 057 075
Valor 1 057 076
3)
Year-end shareholders’ equity
4)
Proposal of the Board of Directors
5)
Based on the year-end prices of registered shares and participation certificates
2)
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Group Addresses Lindt & Sprüngli

Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli GmbH
Süsterfeldstrasse 130, DE-52072 Aachen
Phone (+49) 241-8881 0, Fax (+49) 241-8881 211
Lindt & Sprüngli SA
5, bd. de la Madeleine, FR-75001 Paris
Phone (+33) 1-58 62 36 36, Fax (+33) 1-58 62 36 00
Lindt & Sprüngli SpA
Via Buccari 33, IT-21056 Induno Olona
Phone (+39) 0332-20 91 11, Fax (+39) 0332-20 35 05
Lindt & Sprüngli (Austria) Ges.m.b.H.
Hebbelplatz 5, AT-l100 Wien
Phone (+43) 1-60 18 20, Fax (+43) 1-60 18 28 00
Lindt & Sprüngli (USA) Inc.
One Fine Chocolate Place, Stratham,
NH 03885-0276, USA
Phone (+1) 603-778 81 00, Fax (+1) 603-778 31 02
Lindt & Sprüngli (UK) Ltd.
Stockley Road, West Drayton, Middlesex,
UB7 9BG, Great Britain
Phone (+44) 189-544 58 21, Fax (+44) 189-544 20 23

Lindt & Sprüngli (Canada) Inc.
525 University Avenue, Suite 1030,
Toronto, Ontario M5G 2L3, Canada
Phone (+1) 416-351 85 66, Fax (+1) 416-351 85 07
Lindt y Sprüngli (España) SA
Av. Diagonal 420, ES-08037 Barcelona
Phone (+34) 93-459 02 00, Fax (+34) 93-459 47 52
Lindt & Sprüngli (Poland) Sp. z o.o.
ul. Jakuba Kubickiego 5, PL-02-954 Warszawa
Phone (+48) 22-642 28 29, Fax (+48) 22-842 86 58
Lindt & Sprüngli (Asia-Pacific) Ltd.
8/F Wong Chung Ming Commercial House,
16 Wyndham Street, Central, Hong Kong, China
Phone (+852) 25 26 58 29, Fax (+852) 28 10 59 71
Lindt & Sprüngli (Australia) Pty. Ltd.
Level 7, 299 Elizabeth Street,
Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia
Phone (+61) 2-82 68 00 00, Fax (+61) 2-92 83 72 65
Caffarel SpA
Via Gianavello 41, IT-10062 Luserna S. Giovanni
Phone (+39) 0121-958 111, Fax (+39) 0121-901 853
Ghirardelli Chocolate Company
1111-139th Avenue, San Leandro,
CA 94578-2631, USA
Phone (+1) 510-483 69 70, Fax (+1) 510-297 26 49
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Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli (Schweiz) AG
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The Lindt & Sprüngli Group
Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG
Kilchberg, Switzerland
Share capital: CHF 14 000 000, PC capital: CHF 7 784 390

Lindt & Sprüngli (International) AG

Lindt & Sprüngli (Canada) Inc.

Kilchberg, Switzerland
Share capital: CHF 0.2 million, Participation: 100%

Toronto, Canada
Share capital: CAD 2.8 million, Participation: 100%

Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli (Schweiz) AG
Kilchberg, Switzerland
Share capital: CHF 10 million, Participation: 100%

Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli GmbH
Aachen, Germany
Share capital: EUR 15.5 million, Participation: 100%

Lindt y Sprüngli (España) SA
Barcelona, Spain
Share capital: EUR 3 million, Participation: 100%

Lindt & Sprüngli (Poland) Sp. z o.o.
Lindt & Sprüngli SA
Paris, France
Share capital: EUR 13 million, Participation: 100%

Warsaw, Poland
Share capital: PLZ 1.3 million, Participation: 100%

Lindt & Sprüngli (Asia-Pacific) Ltd.
Lindt & Sprüngli SpA
Induno Olona, Italy
Share capital: EUR 5.2 million, Participation: 100%

Hong Kong, China
Share capital: HKD 0.5 million, Participation: 100%

Lindt & Sprüngli (Australia) Pty. Ltd.
Lindt & Sprüngli (Austria) Ges.m.b.H.
Vienna, Austria
Share capital: EUR 4.5 million, Participation: 100%

Sydney, Australia
Share capital: AUD 1 million, Participation: 100%

Caffarel SpA
Lindt & Sprüngli (USA) Inc.
Stratham NH, USA
Share capital: USD 1 million, Participation: 100%

Luserna S. Giovanni, Italy
Share capital: EUR 2.2 million, Participation: 100%

Ghirardelli Chocolate Company
Lindt & Sprüngli (UK) Ltd.
West Drayton, Great Britain
Share capital: GBP 1.5 million, Participation: 100%

San Leandro CA, USA
Share capital: USD 0.1 million, Participation: 100%

Lindt & Sprüngli Financière AG
Kilchberg, Switzerland
Share capital: CHF 5 million, Participation: 100%

Lindt & Sprüngli (Finance) Ltd.
Tortola, British Virgin Islands
Share capital: EUR 0.05 million, Participation: 100%

Honorary Chairman

Group Management

Dr. Rudolph R. Sprüngli

Ernst Tanner
Chairman of the Board and CEO

Board of Directors

Ernst Tanner

Term expires
Spring

2005

Chairman and CEO

Uwe Sommer
Director
Marketing/Sales
Country responsibilities

Hansjürg Klingler

Dr. Kurt Widmer

2004

Dr. Rudolf K. Sprüngli

2004

Director
Duty Free
Country responsibilities

Dr. Franz Peter Oesch

2006

Dr. Dieter Weisskopf

Dr. Peter F. Baumberger

2006

Dott. Antonio Bulgheroni

2005

Director
Finance/Administration/
Purchasing/Manufacturing
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Information
Agenda

April 29, 2004

106th Annual Shareholders’ Meeting

May 4, 2004

Payment of Dividend

August 24, 2004

Half-year report 2004

January 25, 2005

Net sales 2004

First half of March 2005

Full-year results 2004

April 28, 2005

107th Annual Shareholders’ Meeting

Investor Relations

Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli AG
Dr. Dieter Weisskopf, Chief Financial Officer
Seestrasse 204
CH-8802 Kilchberg
Phone
+41 1 716 23 99
Fax
+41 1 716 26 60

Internet

www.lindt.com
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CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN
LINDT & SPRÜNGLI AG
SEESTRASSE 204, CH-8802 KILCHBERG
SCHWEIZ/SWITZERLAND

WWW.LINDT.COM

